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Abstract: We observed a long-lived charge transfer (CT)
state in a novel orthogonal compact electron donor–
acceptor dyads, with closed form of rhodamine (Rho) as
electron donor and pyromellitimide (PI),or thionated
PI, as electron acceptor. The two parts in the dyads are
connected via a spiro quaternary carbon atom, thus the
torsion between the donor and acceptor is completely
inhibited, which is beneficial to reduce the reorganiza-
tion energy and to exploit the Marcus inverted region
effect to prolong the CT state lifetime. Femtosecond
transient absorption spectra show that the charge
separation is rather fast, while nanosecond transient
absorption spectra confirmed the formation of long-
lived CT state (2.6 μs). Time-resolved electron para-
magnetic resonance (TREPR) spectra determined the
spin multiplicity of the long living state and assigned it
to a 3CT state. Replacement of an oxygen atom in the PI
part with a sulfur atom favoring classical intersystem
crossing processes, causes a consistently shortening of
the lifetime of the 3CT state (0.29 μs).

Introduction

Accessing long-lived charge-transfer (CT) state is crucial for
artificial photosynthesis, photocatalysis and photovoltaics,
etc,[1–5] because the efficiency of the photophysical processes
can be improved with long-lived CT state. A few methods
have been developed to prolong the CT state lifetimes.[4,5] In

conventional electron donor–acceptor dyads, the linkers
between the electron donor and acceptor are long or
multiple electron donors with different oxidation potentials
were used,[4,6] as a result, the weak electronic coupling of the
final CT state will prolong the CT state lifetimes (Eq. (1)),
but it is with the expense of CT state energy.[4] Using Marcus
inverted region effect is also able to prolong the CT state
lifetimes,[7,8] but the high CT state energy in this case push
the absorption of the dyads to the blue/UV spectral range,
which is clearly a disadvantage for the applications. More-
over, very often the Marcus inverted region effect is less
significant than the theoretically predicted.[9–14] The electron
transfer (ET) can be described by Equation (1), according to
Marcus theory:
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where λ is the reorganization energy, ΔG°ET is the free
reaction energy and HAB is the electronic coupling matrix
element.

New approaches to prolong the CT state lifetimes are
highly desired, especially those based on simple molecular
structures. One factor that is not considered in empirical
Equation (1),[8] but may play a significant role in dictating
the CT state lifetime, is the electron spin control in the
charge separation (CS) and charge recombination (CR).[4,15]

The CS and CR processes are characterized by electron spin
conservation. For instance, given the singlet excited state
(locally excited state: 1LE) is the precursor of CT, the
formation of 1CT state is bound to prevail than formation of
the 3CT state.[4] On the other hand, the CR of 1CT!S0

(ground state: S0) is an internal conversion (IC), which is
intrinsically faster than the 3CT!S0, an electron spin
forbidden intersystem crossing (ISC) process. Thus, 3CT
state should be intrinsically longer-lived than the 1CT
state.[4,5]

Formation of 3CT state requires 3LE state as precursor
of CT. As such, transition metal complexes with ultrafast
ISC (� fs) to form 3MLCT state (MLCT: metal-to-ligand
charge transfer),[14,16–19] or organic chromophore with intrin-
sic fast ISC (e.g. anthraquinone),[20] were used to achieve the
electron spin control effect to access the long-lived 3CT
state. However, drawbacks exist for these methods, e.g.
using of the chromophores with intrinsic ISC capability
limits the availability of the suitable electron donor and
acceptors to construct the dyads. Moreover, in some of the
previously reported molecular systems, very often spin
correlated radical pairs (SCRP) are formed. Without
sufficient electron spin-spin interaction, no stable 3CT state
will be formed, even with 3LE precursor of CT.[19,21] More-
over, normally the electron spin multiplicity of the CT state
was not clarified with pulsed laser excited time-resolved
electron paramagnetic resonance (TREPR) spectroscopy.[4]

Recently we reported a new approach to attain the 3CT
state without invoking of a chromophore showing intrinsic
ISC ability.[22] The approach is based on the spin-orbit
charge transfer ISC (SOCT-ISC) in a compact electron
donor-acceptor dyad, in which the donor π-conjugation
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plane adopts orthogonal geometry against the electron
acceptor π-conjugation plane. Under this circumstance, the
CR between the donor and acceptor is accompanied with
molecular orbital angular momentum change, which offsets
the electron spin angular momentum of ISC, thus efficient
CR-induced ISC is achieved, i.e. SOCT-ISC occurs.[23–26]

With this strategy, we attained a 3CT state with lifetime of
0.93 μs in fluid solution at room temperature with a rhod-
amine (Rho)-naphthalimide (NI) compact dyad.[22] The
promising aspects of this strategy are that the intrinsic ISC
of the chromophores are not mandatory to achieve the
electron spin control, and the feasible synthesis, and the
high CT state energy (no cascade ET processes are
required). However, the molecular geometry of the reported
dyads is not fully rigid, torsion between the donor and
acceptor moieties is still possible, which is detrimental to
attain efficient SOCT-ISC. Moreover, rhodamine derivatives
with large π-conjugation framework at the 9-position of the
xanthene moiety, instead of the very often used phenyl
moiety, were rarely reported. Although a spiro electron
donor-acceptor dyad was reported recently,[27] yet the
electron donating or accepting feature is not optimized for
ET, and 3LE state, not 3CT state, was observed for that
dyad.

In order to address these challenges and to prepare an
electron donor-acceptor dyad, with fully fixed geometry,
herein we propose a general molecular structural motif of
using pyromellitimide (PI) and the rhodamine to prepare a
compact dyad (Scheme 1). The rhodamine derivative (PI-
Rho) contains two units, the lactam form of the rhodamine
unit (electron donor) and the substituted PI unit (electron
acceptor), and the two units are connected by a spiro

quaternary carbon atom, therefore the geometry is com-
pletely fixed and no torsion is possible, this is a novel
molecular structure for electron donor-acceptor dyad, as
well as for rhodamine chromophore. The photophysical
properties of the dyads were studied with steady state and
time-resolved absorption and emission spectroscopic meth-
ods, as well as TREPR spectra. Long-lived 3CT state was
observed in fluid solution at room temperature.

Results and Discussion

Rhodamine is one of the mostly investigated chromophores,
due to its strong absorption of visible light, and feasible
derivatization.[28] However, most of the derivatization is to
attach different moieties on the amide N position, derivati-
zation on the phenyl moiety to extend the π-conjugation
framework is rare.[29, 30]

We envisaged that PI, an electron acceptor, can be used
to prepare rhodamine derivatives (Scheme 1). The electron
donor moiety (xanthene amine) and the PI are connected
with a spiro quaternary carbon atom in PI-Rho. The
advantages of this molecular design are as followings: 1) PI
moiety is a strong electron acceptor (ERed = � 1.37 V, Fc/
Fc+), and the lactam rhodamine part is an electron donor
(EOx = +0.54 V, Fc/Fc+);[31, 32] 2) the electron acceptor (PI) is
connected with the electron donor via spiro quaternary
carbon, thus the orthogonal geometry is completely fixed,
the SOCT-ISC efficiency can be maximized; the 3CT state
may be stabilized as well; 3) native PI moiety is with high T1

state energy (ET1 =ca. 2.45 eV),[31] thus a low-lying 3CT state
maybe formed; 4) the electron donor–acceptor are separated

Scheme 1. Synthesis of spiro electron donor–acceptor dyads PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S. The two reference molecular structures PIO and PIS are also
presented (note these compounds were not synthesized). a) n-Octylamine, DMF, 80 °C, 10 h, under N2, yield: 30%; b) 3-diethylaminophenol,
H2SO4, 180 °C, 4 h, under N2, yield: 35%; c) POCl3, 1,2-dichloroethane, 80 °C, 6 h; n-butylamine, acetonitrile (ACN), Et3N, reflux, 25 h; yield: 40%;
d) Lawesson’s Reagent, p-xylene, 150 °C, 3 h, under N2, yield: 20%; e) Similar to step (a), yield: 81%; f) Similar to step (c), yield: 90%; g) Similar to
step (d), yield: 95%.
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by two σ-bonds to reduce the electronic coupling between
them, which is also beneficial for prolongation of the CT
state lifetimes.[4,5] In order to enhance the electron accepting
ability,[33] and to move the absorption wavelength to lower
energy range,[34,35] thionation of the carbonyl group in PI
moiety was carried out and PI-Rho-S was prepared
(Scheme 1).

The synthesis of the dyads is based on routine derivatiza-
tion chemistry of rhodamine,[36] with pyromellitic monoanhy-
dride (PI-1) as the starting material, the lactam form PI-
Rho was obtained. This is a novel structure for electron
donor-acceptor dyad and rhodamine derivatives. We used
2D 1H detected heteronuclear multiple bond correlation
(HMBC) NMR data to elucidate the molecular structure
(Figure S14). Reference compounds RB-C and RB-S were
also prepared for comparison in study of the photophysical
properties. The molecular structures of the compounds were
verified with single-crystal X-ray diffraction and 1H NMR,
13C NMR spectra and HR MS, etc.

The single crystal of PI-Rho was obtained by slow
evaporation of the solution in dichloromethane (DCM)/
HEX. The molecular structure of PI-Rho was verified by

single-crystal X-ray diffraction (Figure 1). The xanthene π-
conjugation framework is a coplanar structure, the PI moiety
is also in a planar geometry. The two parts are connected
with a spiro quaternary carbon atom and the π-planes of the
two units adopt a dihedral angle of 87° (Figure S20). We
used DFT computation to optimize the S0 geometry of the
compounds, similar results were obtained. For PI-Rho-S,
the dihedral angle between the planes of the xanthene and
the PI moieties is 90° (see later section for details).

The UV/Vis absorption spectra of the compounds were
studied (Figure 2). The closed form of PI-Rho doesn’t show
any absorption in the visible spectral region. A strong
absorption band at 297 nm was observed, which is attributed
to the Pl moiety. Moreover, the weaker, broad absorption
band in the range of 330–450 nm is assigned to a CT
absorption of the transition of S0!

1CT. Based on the CT
absorption band, the HAB of the S0 and Franck–Condon 1CT
state was calculated as 1397 cm� 1 in HEX (Table S2).[4] The
thionated analogue PI-Rho-S shows a similar CT absorption
band, with HAB =1484 cm� 1. This is an interesting result,
because the electron donor-acceptor is separated by two σ-
bonds,[38] but still significant electronic coupling at S0 state
was observed. In the presence of acid, a strong absorption
band at 565 nm was observed for PI-Rho. The closure-
opening transformation of the two newly prepared rhod-
amine compound in the presence of base and acid,
respectively, is reversible (Figure S24).

The weak fluorescence emission in the range of 300–
400 nm of PI-Rho is attributed to the PI moiety (Figure 2b),
supported by the reference PI (Figure S25). Moreover, a
stronger, broad emission band centered at 481 nm was
observed in HEX, and this band is red-shifted in polar
solvents, for instance it is red-shifted to 581 nm in Et2O.
This emission band is attributed to a CT fluorescence
(1CT!S0 transition). Based on the CT emission band, the
HAB of the relaxed 1CT state and S0 was calculated as
1629 cm� 1 in HEX. Negligible fluorescence was observed for
PI-Rho-S, which is supposed due to the enhanced ISC upon
thionation.[34, 35] In the presence of acid, a strong fluorescence
emission band centered at 585 nm was observed. This is the
featured fluorescence emission of rhodamine compounds.[30]

Similar results were observed for PI-Rho-S (Figure S25).
The photophysical parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The native PI gives moderate singlet oxygen (1O2)
quantum yield (ΦΔ= 36%. Table 2),[31] PI-Rho-S gives high-
er ΦΔ (ΦΔ=80 %) than PI-Rho (ΦΔ=17 %). PI-Rho shows
higher ΦΔ values in HEX and TOL, but negligible ΦΔ in
DCM and ACN. Similar trend was observed for PI-Rho-S.
Considering the high T1 state energy of PI (2.45 eV),[31] the
formation of low-lying CT state is possible, which is
probably responsible for the moderate 1O2 photosensitizing
ability, especially in polar solvents.

The redox potentials of compounds were studied with
cyclic voltammogram (Figure 3a). PI shows two reversible
reduction waves at � 1.37 V and � 1.95 V (vs. Fc/Fc+),
respectively. For PI-Rho, one reversible reduction wave at
� 1.86 V was observed. This reduction potential is more
negative than the native PI (� 1.37 V). Reversible oxidation
waves at + 0.56 and +0.75 V were observed, which are

Figure 1. ORTEP view of the molecular structure of PI-Rho determined
by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity. Thermal ellipsoids are set at 50% probability. CCDC number:
2075565 contains detailed information.[37]

Figure 2. a) UV/Vis absorption spectra of PI, RB-C, PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S
in n-hexane (HEX). b) Fluorescence emission spectra of PI-Rho
(optically matched solutions were used, A=0.106, λex=300 nm.
c�1.0×10� 5 M), 20 °C. The solvents used are HEX, toluene (TOL),
diethyl ether (Et2O), and methanol (MeOH). The peaks at 331 nm in
(b) represent Raman scattering of the solvent.
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similar to that of native rhodamine (RB-C), thus these
oxidation waves are assigned to the xanthene moiety. PI-
Rho-S shows a reversible reduction wave at � 1.42 V (vs. Fc/
Fc+) as well as an irreversible reduction wave at � 2.05 V
(vs. Fc/Fc+). This result indicates that thionated PI moiety is
a stronger electron acceptor as compared to the PI unit in
PI-Rho (the reduction wave is at � 1.86 V, vs. Fc/Fc+).[33]

The first reduction potential of PI-Rho-S is similar to that of
native PI. This anodically shifted reduction potential of PI
unit in PI-Rho-S is also beneficial for attaining low-lying CT
states.[4]

We studied the absorption of the radical anion of the
dyads by spectroelectrochemistry (Figure 3b and c). With a
potential of � 1.90 V (vs. Ag/AgNO3) applied, the PI-Rho
solution shows new absorption bands centered at 413 nm,
460 nm, 489 and 724 nm, which are attributed to PI� *.
Interestingly, the substituted PI� * (there are only three

Table 1: Photophysical properties of the compounds.

[a] In HEX (c=1.0×10� 5 M, 25 °C). [b] Molar absorption coefficient (ɛ=105 M� 1 cm� 1). [c] Fluorescence emission in HEX, A=0.106, λex=300 nm.
[d] Absolute fluorescence quantum yield, λex=300 nm. [e] Fluorescence lifetimes, c=1.0×10� 5 M, 25 °C, λex=340 nm. [f ] Triplet lifetime and 3CT
lifetime, in TOL, under N2 atmosphere. [g] Singlet oxygen quantum yield in TOL measured with Ru(bpy)3[PF6]2 as standard (ΦΔ=0.57 in DCM).
[h] Phosphorescence lifetimes, at 77 K in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MeTHF), λex=340 nm (determined with microsecond flash lamp). λdec=
560 nm. [i] Not applicable. [j] In MeOH.

Table 2: Singlet oxygen quantum yields (ΦΔ) of the compounds in
different solvents.[a]

[a] The ET (30) values of the solvents are HEX (31.0), TOL (33.9), DCM
(40.7) and ACN (45.6), in kcalmol� 1. [b]ΦΔ with Ru(bpy)3[PF6]2 as
standard (ΦΔ=0.57 in DCM). [c] Not observed.

Figure 3. a) Cyclic voltammograms of PI, PI-Rho, PI-Rho-S and RB-C. Condition: in deaerated DCM containing 0.10 M Bu4N[PF6] as supporting
electrolyte, Ag/AgNO3 as reference electrode. Ferrocene (Fc/Fc+) was used as internal reference. Scan rates: 50 mVs� 1. c=1.0×10� 5 M, 20 °C.
Spectroelectrochemistry spectra of b) PI-Rho upon potential of � 1.90 V(Ag/AgNO3) applied and c) PI-Rho-S upon reduction potential of � 1.27 V
(Ag/AgNO3) applied, in deaerated DCM containing 0.10 M Bu4N[PF6] as supporting electrolyte, Ag/AgNO3 as reference electrode. c=4.0×10� 5 M,
20 °C.
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carbonyl groups) shows absorption bands similar to the
native PI radical anion (Figure S29).[32] For PI-Rho-S,
absorption bands centered at 450 nm and 574 nm were
observed (Figure 3c), as well as weak absorption band in the
range of 700–1000 nm, which are different from PI-Rho.
The radical cation absorption of the dyads was observed by
imposing positive potential on the compounds (Figure S29).
The radical cation absorption of PI-Rho, PI-Rho-S and RB-
C all show sharp absorption band centered at 575 nm
(Figure S29).

Based on the redox potentials, the ΔGCS of the photo-
induced ET were calculated (Table 3). The results show that
the CT is thermodynamically allowed even in HEX. For
instance, the ΔGCS is � 1.18 eV in HEX, � 1.30 eV in TOL
and � 1.75 eV in ACN. Considering the high T1 state energy

of the PI moiety (2.45 eV),[31] we anticipate formation of CT
states for PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S, especially in polar solvents.

In order to study the formation of the CT state, nano-
second transient absorption (ns-TA) spectra were studied
(Figure 4). For the reference compound PI, excited state
absorption (ESA) bands centered at 442, 514 and 559 nm
were observed, and the three bands decay with the same
kinetics, indicating they are from the same species (Fig-
ure 4e). The triplet state lifetime was determined as 1.7 μs.
The lifetime was shortened to 823 ns in aerated solution
(Figure S31), confirming the triplet spin multiplicity of the
transient species.[5,39]

For PI-Rho, positive absorption bands centered at
489 nm, 559 nm and 724 nm were observed (Figure 4a), the
559 nm is attributed to the xanthene radical cation
(RB+*),[22] and the 489 nm and 724 nm are attributed to the
PI radical anion (PI� *, Figure 3b).[32, 40] Thus, the transient
species observed for PI-Rho upon nanosecond laser excita-
tion in deaerated TOL is a CT state. The lifetime of the CT
state was determined as 2.6 μs by monitoring the decay trace
at 560 nm (Figure 4b). In aerated solution, the CT state
lifetime is shortened to 117 ns (Figure S31). It is known that
the 3CT state can be quenched by O2.

[5] Assignment of the
transient species as 3CT state, not 1CT state, is also
supported by the CT fluorescence lifetime, which is due to
1CT state (Table 1). To the best of our knowledge,
observation of long-lived CT state in compact electron
donor-acceptor dyads is rare. Previously with some compact
dyads, CT states were observed with lifetimes of 0.1–
3.35 μs.[4,12, 14, 15, 25] For PI-Rho, same ns-TA spectrum was
observed in HEX, and the CT state lifetime was determined
as 867 ns (Figure S32). The CT state lifetime of PI-Rho
(2.6 μs) is longer than the recently reported NI-Rho dyad
(0.94 μs).[22]

Table 3: Redox potentials, driving forces of CS process (ΔGCS) and the
energy of the CT states of the compounds in different solvents.[a]

[a] Cyclic voltammetry in N2-saturated DCM containing a 0.10 M
Bu4NPF6 supporting electrolyte; Pt electrode was used as the counter
electrode; the working electrode is glassy carbon electrode; Ag/AgNO3

couple is the reference electrode. E00 is the energy level approximated
with the crossing point of UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence
emission spectra after normalization. [b] E00 is the crossing point of
the normalized UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence spectra of
compound. E00=3.88 eV. [c] E00=3.84 eV. The value was obtained by
setting the oxidation potential of Fc+/Fc as 0 V.

Figure 4. Nanosecond transient absorption spectra of a) PI-Rho, c) PI-Rho-S in deaerated TOL and e) PI in deaerated DCM. The corresponding
decay traces are b) PI-Rho at 560 nm, d) PI-Rho-S at 430 nm and f) PI at 430 nm. λex=355 nm, c=1.0×10� 4 M, 20 °C.
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In polar solvent ACN, no 3LE state or CT state were
observed, due to the fast CR, confirmed by the femtosecond
transient absorption spectra. For PI-Rho-S (Figure 4c),
positive absorption bands centered at 430 nm, 574 nm and
637 nm were observed, the bands centered at 430 nm and
637 nm are attributed to the PI� * (Figure 3c and Figure S45).
The positive absorption band centered at 574 nm is
attributed to the Rho+* (Figure S29). Therefore, the tran-
sient species observed for PI-Rho-S upon pulsed laser
excitation in TOL is a CT state. The lifetime of the CT state
was determined as 289 ns by monitoring the decay trace at
430 nm, which is shorter than that of PI-Rho, probably
because of the accelerated ISC due to the thionation of
carbonyl group.[34, 35] In aerated solution, the CT lifetime was
reduced to 165 ns (Figure S31). In ACN, similar results were
obtained (Figure S32). Similar to that in TOL, triplet states
absorption were also observed for PI-Rho-S in HEX and
ACN, and the decay curves were 228 ns and 68 ns,
respectively (Figure S32).

In order to unambiguously confirm that the transient
species observed for PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S with ns-TA
spectra are CT states, we used 5,10-dimethyldihy-
drophenazine (PZ) as electron donor (EOx = +0.5 V, vs. Fc/
Fc+) and 7,7,8,8-tetracyano-quinodimethane (TCNQ) as
electron acceptor (ERed = � 0.26 V, vs. Fc/Fc+),[41] to quench
the radical cation and radical anion in PI-Rho and PI-Rho-
S, respectively. Diffusion-controlled intermolecular ET
between PZ (or TCNQ) and the dyads were observed. In
the presence of PZ, the radical cations of the dyads were
quenched, and the PZ+* was observed,[42] which shows
absorption band centered at 535 nm and 645 nm (Figure S34
and S35). In the presence of TCNQ, the radical anions of

the dyads were quenched, and the absorption band of
TCNQ� * centered at 435 nm and 666 nm was observed
(Figure S34 and S35).[43]

Femtosecond transient absorption (fs TA) spectroscopy
of the compounds was studied (Figure 5). The excitation was
performed at 330 nm to promote the S0 state to the 1LE state
of PI moiety. In order to study the solvent effect on ET, the
spectra of the compounds in solution of HEX, TOL and
ACN were measured. Species-associated difference spectra
(SADS) using sequential model were obtained by global
fitting.

A positive absorption band centered at 410 nm was
observed for PI-Rho upon photoexcitation in TOL (Fig-
ure 5a), which is attributed to the 1PI* state. After 579 fs,
new positive absorption bands centered at 530 and 580 nm
emerged, which are attributed to PI� * and RB+*, respec-
tively (Figure 5b). As the time delay increased to 229 ps, the
CT absorption signal is shifted from 530 to 490 nm, and it is
assigned as a 1CT state. These bands are persistent in the
time window of the set up (>3.3 ns). According to the global
fitting and the resulted SADS, we tentatively propose that
the rate constant for 1LE!1CT is 1.7×1012 s� 1, and the rate
constant for 1CT!3CT was 4.4 ×109 s� 1. PI-Rho in ACN
shows only one ESA band centered at 540 nm, which is
attributed to CT state (Figure S40). This signal appears at
almost zero time delay indicates that the CT is very fast, and
CR is also fast (the CT state lifetime: 10 ps) in ACN that is
why there is no triplet state observed in ns-TA spectrum.

For PI-Rho-S in TOL, an ESA band centered at 415 nm
was observed (Figure 5d), which is attributed to singlet-
excited state (1PI*). Then a positive absorption band
centered at 480 and 637 nm emerged after 372 fs, which is

Figure 5. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of a) PI-Rho, color code goes from red to blue covering the time interval from 8.5 fs to 3.3 ns
and d) PI-Rho-S, color code goes from red to blue covering the time interval from 6.2 fs to 3.3 ns. SADS of b) PI-Rho and e) PI-Rho-S obtained
from global analysis. Decay kinetics of c) PI-Rho (at 410 nm, 540 nm and 580 nm) and f) PI-Rho-S (at 415 nm, 485 nm and 565 nm). In deaerated
TOL, λex=330 nm, c=1.0×10� 3 M, 20 °C.
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attributed to PI� * (Figure 5e). After 5 ps, the PI� * signal
shifted from 480 to 430 nm. The lifetime of the final species
is much longer than maximum time range of the spectrom-
eter (3.3 ns) which suggested this species is a 3CT state.
According to the global analysis, the rate constant for
1LE!1CT is 2.7 ×1012 s� 1, the rate constant for 1CT!3CT is
2.0×1011 s� 1. PI-Rho-S in ACN shows similar positive
absorption bands at 470 nm and 620 nm, which are attrib-
uted to CT state (3.6 ps). CR in ACN takes much longer
time than the maximum time range of the spectrometer (>
3.3 ns. Figure S39).

In order to study the electron spin multiplicity of the CT
state, pulsed laser excited TREPR spectra were studied
(Figure 6).[2,4, 25, 44–46] For the dyads, structureless TREPR
spectra with E/A phase pattern were observed (E stands for
emissive and A stands for enhanced absorption). No sharp
peaks at canonical orientation were observed. This spectral
feature is different from SCRP with very small exchange
interaction (J) values.[20] The spectrum is originated from a
3CT state.[47, 48] Simulation show that there is a dominant
species with unusually small zero field splitting (ZFS) D
parameter, i.e. jD j =540 MHz or 600 MHz for PI-Rho and
PI-Rho-S, respectively (Table 4). The ZFS jE j values are

148 MHz and 162 MHz, respectively. This is unusual for a
small chromophore as PI because the triplet state with wave
function confined on a small π-conjugation system should
show a large D value (ca. 3230 MHz). Previously the triplet
state TREPR spectra of native PI chromophore was
measured, the ZFS jD j and jE j values are 3234 MHz and
898 MHz, respectively.[49] In comparison, the jD jvalue of
naphthalimide is in the range of 1428–2590 MHz,[31,50] and
the triplet state of naphalenediimide shows a jD j value of
2225 MHz.[31] Therefore, the transient species we observed is
attributed to a 3CT state.[51] No TREPR spectral signal was
detected in fluid solution, i.e. no polarized radicals is formed
(without any electron spin-spin interaction).

Calculation on a putative reference molecule (PIO,
Scheme 1, resembling the PI group in PI-Rho) gives jD j of
1700 MHz (see Table 4), which is 2- or 3-fold that of the
experimental values observed for PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S.
Therefore, the transient species we observed with the
TREPR spectra is not a 3LE state localized on the PI
moieties. As for the Rho, the calculation shows that in this
small molecule the ZFS parameters are also larger, with jD j
=3820 MHz (see Table 4). The Highest Occupied Molecular
Orbital–Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO–
LUMO) electronic configuration describes a CT state for
the PI-Rho dyad (see Figure 7). The calculation of the ZFS

Figure 6. TREPR spectra of a) PI-Rho and b) PI-Rho-S. Determined with
X-band EPR spectrometer, at 85 K. The delay time is 0.6 μs following a
355 nm laser pulse, c=5.0×10� 4 M in mixed solvent TOL/2-MeTHF
(3/1, v/v). The red lines are computer simulations of the triplet-state
spectra with parameters supplied in Table 4.

Table 4: Experimental ZFS parameter, population rates of the three
sublevels of the triplet states and g-factor of the dyads. Calculated ZFS
parameters of a dyad and of the reference compounds.

[a] An oxygen atom of one carboxy group of a PI molecule has been
substituted with two methyl groups. [b] Not studied.

Figure 7. Contour map and energy [eV] of the a) HOMO and b) LUMO
of PI-Rho (upper row in each frame) and PI-Rho-S (bottom row in each
frame) at the optimized S0 geometry. Triplet state spin density surfaces
of PI-Rho (upper row in each frame) and PI-Rho-S (bottom row in each
frame) in c) HEX and d) ACN (CPCM model) (isovalue=0.0004 a.u.).
Calculated by DFT at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level with Gaussian09.
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parameters of this state leads to jD j =480 MHz, which is
close to the experimental result (jD j =540 MHz for PI-
Rho). We can then conclude that the experimental D-value
found for PI-Rho dyad is fully compatible with a CT state.

The optimization of the S0 gives dihedral angles between
the π-planes of the xanthene and PI moieties of 90° for both
PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S, which are close to the single crystal
X-ray diffraction analysis (87°). For PI-Rho, the HOMO is
confined on the xanthene moiety (Figure 7a), and the
LUMO is confined on the PI moiety. Similar results were
observed for PI-Rho-S (Figure 7b). Note the energy of
LUMO of PI-Rho-S is � 2.67 eV, which is lower by
� 0.54 eV than PI-Rho that of (Figure 7).

The molecular geometry for PI-Rho and PI-Rho-S
doesn’t change at excited states (Figure S49), as compared
to the S0. This is the advantage of the fully rigid spiro-dyad
for formation of long-lived CT state, because with the rigid
structure, the inner-reorganization is minimized. Moreover,
the compact dyad structure will minimize the outer-shell-
reorganization energy, thus the total reorganization energy
will be minimized, as a result, the CR will easily go to the
Marcus inverted region.

The electron spin density surfaces are delocalized on
both moieties in the dyads. The xanthene moiety is with
triplet state energy (3.42 eV, for RB-C) much higher than
the PI moiety in PI-Rho (3.14 eV for PIO; 2.16 eV for PIS,
by TDDFT computation, Table S5), and both are much
higher than the T1 state of the dyad (2.61 eV for PI-Rho,
and 1.97 eV for PI-Rho-S), therefore, the delocalized triplet
states should be a 3CT state, not 3RB/3PI states in
equilibrium.[52,53] We studied a previously reported anthra-
quinone-phenothiazine dyads with similar approach (Fig-
ure S52).[20] In THF, the T1 state is predicted as a 3CT state,
whereas in TOL, the T1 state was predicted as a 3LE state,
which are fully consistent with the previous experimental
observations.[20] The spin density of radical cations and
radical anions were computed (Figure S50). The radical
cation is confined on the xanthene part, and the radical
anion is confined on the PI or the thionated PI part. These
results are in agreement with the ns-TA and fs-TA spectral
studies.

The photophysical processes of PI-Rho is summarized in
Scheme 2. The singlet state energy of the PI moiety in PI-
Rho is 3.88 eV (approximated with the red end of the LE
absorption; 3.78 eV according to the TDDFT computation).
The 1CT state energy was approximated as 2.61 eV by the
UV/Vis absorption 1PI* is populated, and the fast CT occurs.
The ns-TA spectra demonstrated the formation of long-lived
CT state, the TREPR spectra support a 3CT assignment.
The triplet state of native PI chromophore is 2.45 eV
(determined by phosphorescence method).[31] For the PI
moiety in PI-Rho (note there are only three carbonyl
groups), the T1 state energy was approximated as 2.20 eV by
phosphorescence method (Figure S28). Based on the CT
state energy determined by electrochemical/optical spectral
methods (2.12–2.95 eV), observation of the CT state in ns-
TA spectra is reasonable. The long lifetime (2.6 μs) of the
CT state in the compact electron donor-acceptor can be

explained by the electron spin control, because the CR
process of 3CT!S0 is electron spin forbidden.[4,17, 18, 22, 54]

Conclusion

In summary, we prepared two spiro novel rhodamine
compounds with pyromellitimide (PI). In these compact
electron donor–acceptor dyads, the closed-ring rhodamine
(xanthenes) unit is the electron donor, the PI or the
thionated PI act as the electron acceptor. The electron
donor and acceptor parts are connected by a spiro quater-
nary carbon atom, thus the torsion of the donor and
acceptor parts is completely inhibited, such a fully rigid
geometry is beneficial to form triplet charge transfer state
(3CT state). Although the electron donor and acceptor parts
are separated by two σ-bands, the electronic coupling
between the two parts in demonstrated by CT absorption
and emission bands. Femtosecond transient absorption
spectra indicated the charge separation takes 0.58 ps. Nano-
second transient absorption spectra show the formation of
the CT state, with lifetimes of 2.6 μs. In the dyad with the
thionated PI unit, the CT lifetime is shortened to 289 ns.
Time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance (TREPR)
spectra demonstrated the spin multiplicity of the CT state as
triplet (3CT state), which shows much smaller zero field
splitting (ZFS) jD j parameter (540 MHz) than the related
localized triplet state (3LE), for which the jD j parameters
are in the range of 1700–3234 MHz. Thus, the long CT state
lifetime is attributed to the electron spin control effect. Our
results are useful for design of compact electron donor–
acceptor dyads to access the long-lived CT state.

Scheme 2. Simplified Jablonski diagram illustrating the photophysical
processes involved in PI-Rho. 1PI-Rho* energy level was obtained by
the crossing point of the normalized LE state UV/Vis absorption and
fluorescence spectra.1CT energy levels were calculated based on UV/Vis
CT absorption band and CT fluorescence spectra in HEX and TOL. 1CT
energy levels were calculated based on the electrochemical data in
DCM and ACN. TDDFT calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level in vacuum by using Gaussian09.
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